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                        You must understand this.

              

                "You are NOT fat. You just HAVE fat. Fat is not who you are, it's not your identity and you can begin to lose it anytime with my ebooks or consultation. I have lost 40lbs and kept it off for over 10 years. No caffeine, no drugs, no calorie restriction, no extreme exercise. How many people do you know who can say that?" - Freelee
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  Quick response tailored to my lifestyle
 As someone who works a corporate job, I find it hard to live HCLF vegan while working. Freelee has made this much easier with a program tailored specifically to me. This includes lots of options to eat out. 

I always want to start something quickly, so was happily surprised when Freelee let me know I’d have it soon and in less than 2 days it came through. In the plan there is a section after each meal suggestion to explain why the meal would work for me, how it will get me to achieve my goals, and what to substitute.

Not only that, but being able to click to the recipes helped to navigate around - so I could see the whole day easily and recipes after.

I’d recommend this to anyone struggling to adjust this program to their lifestyle (like me), and/or those that need to understand more about how to get the most out of HCLF Vegan.

 
 
   Katee 
  02/10/2024 
 
   [image: Customised Binge-Busting Vegan Meal Plan by Freelee]   Customised Binge-Busting Vegan Meal Plan by Freelee 
  
    
  eye-opening books
 "This is one of the incredible eye-opening books I have ever read in my entire 29 years on this Earth! I found Freelee 4 years ago on YouTube, and she inspired me to go Vegan which was one of the best decisions of my life. I'm a pretty slow reader, but I could not put this book down.!I read almost all of it in one night and finished the last bit the next day. I empathized with nearly everything Freelee said, and I had to take a good hard look at myself while reading it. I felt a range of emotions from joyful, angry, pissed off and sad. I wasn't angry at Freelee of course as she is just telling the cold hard truth which is exactly what I needed to hear. I was upset at the messed up society we live in, and disappointed in myself for not seeing how brainwashed I had become with slaving away to 'beauty duty.' I began my spiritual awakening journey a couple of years ago and have been heavily focused on un-brainwashing myself, self growth and personal development. This book is exactly what I needed to take my journey to the next level of awakening. My biggest desire in life is to be free so I was shocked to discover how enslaved I've actually been and without even knowing it. Our minds can sometime be our biggest prison cage. I've decided to challenge myself to stop wearing makeup and shaving. I know this won't be easy after my initial reaction to this thought made me more emotional than I ever would have thought, but that's why I feel the need to do it. I'm tired of being focused on my outer appearance 24/7, feeling inferior and jealous of other women, hating and obsessing about how I look and never feeling like I will ever be "enough" for this shallow beauty worshiping world. Life for women can feel like a never-ending beauty competition if you choose to keep competing. I'm ready to focus more on my internal well-being and spend my time and energy on positive growth and other hobbies rather than trying to beautiful enough to be accepted in the shallow end of the pool...

 
 
   Monica Rainer 
  11/30/2019 
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  Amazing
 Loving this book so far 

I’m on week 2 n I’ve never felt better!

 
 
   Jazmine Aranas 
  11/06/2019 
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 I really like the information of the book, the way it is written, really easy to understand and also really motivating ❤️

 
 
   Valentina García 
  10/30/2019 
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 I enjoyed reading the book. It actually makes a lot of sense and I am experimenting this lifestyle with my body.

 
 
   Niayesh Pazoki 
  10/26/2019 
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  Should’ve bought this years ago
 I knew i should have bought this book back when i first ran into Freelee in 2011. I would have been healed by now for sure. So much detailed info needed. I cannot wait till im finished. Im already pumped w what i have read. Do not hesitate to buy this book like i did. Put yourself first ladies. Its a definite need in your library.

 
 
   Jennifur Kitty 
  10/09/2019 
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  Serving up compassionate recipes and fierce woman-power
 This book is so unbelievably info-packed with things you probably didn't even know you needed to hear. The amount of heart, effort and thought that went into this book is beyond any cookbook I've ever read. As a long-time lover of Freelee, I thought that her public obsession with hairy legs and the beauty duty revolution was, quite honestly, stupid and not a good way to spend valuable time. But not surprisingly, Freelee changed that for me.


I now know why she advocates for all that she does and how important it is for the women of our society to feel okay and safe just 'being.' Being free of razors and hours of shaving to impress whoever you feel you need approval from. Free from feeling pressured to have children. Even if you don't want to stop shaving your legs and buying your favorite makeup, Freelee shows you that it is OKAY to be without those things if you do one day wish to try it for yourself. This cookbook goes way beyond not shaving and not wearing makeup and it's something that we've been missing - but finally have. Thanks for the thought-provoking book with great vegan recipes and beautiful pictures to keep on hand whenever I need food inspo.

 
 
   Marisa 
  07/15/2019 
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  thanks so much for all the great info!
 Thanks a lot for this awesome content! I first read your Rawtil4-ebook and loved it so much, that I wanted more right after I finished reading! So I bought Go fuit yourself and love this one, too! It's the first time in more than a decade, that I don't experience cravings, feel energetic and happy all at once! Even though I'm going through some physical difficulties now, probably due to healing, I have the strong feeling, that this is the right way to go and eventually  my body will go back to normal. And sorry about my first review for this book, which was only 1 star...I was so eager to start reading your book, but then the download just wouldn't work for days, so I was disappointed and it just felt so long for my support request to be answered. So just so you know that it was only because I wanted to start reading so bad ;) Many thanks again for all the effort you put into your books! Please keep sharing, so more and more people can benefit! Best wishes to you!

 
 
   Elsa Pfeiffer 
  07/01/2019 
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  Life changing
 After years of fad diets, hating my body and being terrified of carbs I found Freelee a few years ago and literally devoured this book. If you want to take control over your life instead of letting a harmful multimillion diet industry dictate it, do yourself a favour and buy this book. The recipes are easy and delicious, the meal plan perfect if you don’t know what the hell you’re doing yet or even if you do but you’re not good at meal planning and all the info is literally life changing.

 
 
   Pat 
  05/25/2019 
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Description
        

        

        


Description
        

        
          
            
              
                
                  Are you a female who finds herself trapped in an endless cycle of binging and starving? 

Feeling the constant discomfort of a bloated belly? Needing to lose a lot of weight? Desperate to heal from chronic illness? Now is your chance to make Freelee a part of your daily life and be held accountable. For a limited time, Freelee is offering one-on-one consulting via Instagram.


	Please visit this page COACHING WITH FREELEE for a very detailed description of what is included in the coaching. 


Get expert help to overcome obesity and binge eating via private consultations with Freelee, 















a fruit-based nutritionist. Elevate your health and well-being with the daily attention of a world-class coach. Benefit from decades of research and experience to help you develop a plan that works. A revolutionary plan that doesn't include the traditional calorie-restriction model. Freelee uses her unique "binge on carbs" program.

These consultations offer a unique opportunity to gain specialized access to Freelee, with tailored audio responses daily. As a specialist in assisting women over 200lbs, she can provide guidance on topics such as binge eating disorder, bloating, gut health, and permanent fat loss.

Spots are limited. 
7, 14 and 30 days. Please select the right duration for you.


What's included: 

	Please visit this page COACHING WITH FREELEE for a very detailed description of what is included in the coaching. 


	Please be aware that the consultation period does not automatically start when the purchase is made. Once you have decided when to commence the consultation, Freelee will check her diary to ensure availability. The consultation will run consecutively for the full duration once it has begun. To initiate the consultation period, please refer to the document supplied after purchasing.






The consultation is non-refundable. No partial refund or return.

                
              
            

            
              
                Read more
              

            
          
        
      
          
            


Information
            

            

            


Information
            

            
              	Freelee will give private, personalized audio and text responses to a maximum of 2 inquiries per day. Each question must be contained within one Instagram TEXT message (1000 characters max) and not spread across multiple messages.
	 Freelee will privately give detailed feedback on your daily food diary, which may be either sent in the form of images or text.
	You will also gain exclusive access to over 40 of Freelee's private videos.By engaging with these messages, you will gain insight into how to optimize your digestive health, implement dietary strategies for permanent weight loss, and develop techniques to eliminate compulsive eating. Please refer to the pricing guide image for more details. 


            

          

          
            


Details
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                  Finally all of Freelee's ebooks available as Paper copies! These copies are personally signed with a handwritten message (of your choice) from world renown vegan and fruit-based advocate Freelee, the banana girl.

Copies of these books are limited so first in, first served. Once they are gone, that’s it. Grab your piece of once-in-lifetime memorabilia from Freelee.




	
This Book bundle includes:
The Raw Till 4 Diet book
Go Fruit Yourself book
My Naked Lunchbox book



	The Raw Till 4 Diet
	30 Day RT4 Meal Plan & Food Diary
	30 Day Shopping list
	Weight Loss Exercise guide
	55 Recipes with Pictures
	More Then 150 Color Pictures
	Raw Till 4 Lifestyle Guidelines
	My story and chapters about issues I overcame
	

	Go Fruit Yourself

	The Original weight Loss Guide
	14 Day Raw Meal Planner


	Raw Food Nutrition Information
	Chapters about how I got glowing skin, hair and eyes.
	32 Raw Food Recipes
	



	My Naked Lunchbox

	12 Day Unfuckyourlife Guide (12 Chapters)


	60+ Vegan Lunchbox Recipe Images


	12 Complete Vegan Lunchbox Recipes
	My Personal Life Stories
	

	The latest edition of all books
	
Go Fruit Yourself ISBN: 1092785531
My Naked Lunchbox ISBN: 1092770453
The Raw Till 4 Diet ISBN: 1976960312
Paper copies, no ebooks included.



	Message in the marketing material is for example onl, yours will be different.
	No returns and refunds accepted since this is a product with customised handwritten message by Freelee.
You, the customer are responsible to pay for third party fees, customs fees and import taxes that third parties might charge during shippment.
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                  Experience the power of a personalised fruit-based Raw till 4 or Raw Vegan meal plan crafted by Freelee, the banana girl, a renowned coach and expert in fruit-based nutrition. With more than two decades in the art of designing meal plans, take advantage of her vast knowledge and experience.

	Please visit this page MEAL PLANS BY FREELEE for a more detailed description of what is included in these personalised meal plans. 


This is a digital product.

Are you unsure of what to eat and how much? I got you covered!


This "binge-buster" meal plan is personalised to your physiology and caloric needs. No two plans are the same. You will receive a comprehensive analysis of macro and calorie intake for each meal and day. Accompanying each meal is a picture of the dish. Investing in this meal plan can save you enormous healthcare costs and sustain you for years to come.

But that’s too expensive for a meal plan?!!


Is it really? The truth is, no amount of money can equal the sensation of being light, healthy, and happy for life. Feeling your absolute best, free from binging, in shape, and rocking a bikini come summertime -- these are all priceless experiences. Who can put a price tag on feeling your most attractive self next to your partner? I’m sure you will agree these feelings are invaluable. 

This is not a generic, automated soulless meal plan (that doesn't work!) like many nutritionists and dieticians provide. The “ binge buster” meal plan is personally crafted by me, and selected from the best binge-busting recipes after 17 years as a fruit-based vegan. Each meal plan is tailor-made to your body and needs, based on your unique physiology, allergies, food preferences, favorite fruits, eating out habits, binge eating behaviours, and more. You won't find a more healthy and satisfying meal plan.

Please note: 

You can choose from 7 days, 14 days and 30 day meal plans. 















Once your purchase is processed you will receive a comprehensive sign up form with questions concerning your health background and individual taste. Please return these forms all filled out as soon as possible. Please be patient, I will need at least a few days to design the meal plan and send it to you. It is a time-consuming exercise.
If you are want the ultimate experience then I recommend you upgrade to individual coaching sessions with myself. I will crosscheck my diary for availabilities. 

Let's go! I'm excited to assist you!


Please note: Meal plans are non-refundable.
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                HOW PEOPLE CHANGED THEIR LIVES WITH RAW TILL 4
              

            
            
              
              
                “I am so blessed to have found Freelee. Without her Free and available advice I would still be obese. Last January I weighed 210lbs. Now I weigh 145lbs and I am not afraid or obsessed with calories anymore and so I can not support a meat eating diet because most of my life none of them have worked and in one year Raw Till 4 diet worked for and 
I’m so happy and proud to be vegan.”
Kya Sinclair
“I feel the same way! I struggled with eating disorders too now I don't worry how many calories I eat. As long as I got my fruit and smoothies, I’m good! No more binges on junk food. I’m so happy. I’ve lost 13 pounds and my skin is clearing up! I’m so happy I found Freelee <3”
Tara Robinson
“Thank you Banana Girl. You saved my life. Your video popped up among other crappy weight loss calorie restriction videos I was looking for. I’ve been struggling with my weight for about 5 years now and I’m so thankful I found you. Now I’m vegan and can as much fruit and veggies as I want and I lose weight without any effort. I finally got energy to do sports and my back and neck and knee pains stopped. It’s so amazing! Thanks for motivation that changed my life forever.”
Dasha Gudym
“I started Raw Till 4 the middle of July and I have lost 20 pounds 
without even trying, but that is just an awesome side effect. It’s not like I ran miles a day or did 2 hour weight training session (I used to be 145lbs). The funniest part is a couple of years ago I tried crazy diets and did insane workouts with almost no results. My husband used to be a hunter and HUGE meat eater but since we have had a serious debate 
he jumped on board and let me tell you folks… It is EASY and it WORKS!!!!! (and it is really fun). It is a lifestyle change and there is absolutely no way that I could ever se our lives going back to the sick sick way we were eating. Carb Up!!!!!”
May Lay
Check out the The Raw Till 4 Diet ebook to realise your health and weight loss results.
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                Argentina (AR $)
              
            
	
              
                Armenia (AM դր.)
              
            
	
              
                Aruba (AW ƒ)
              
            
	
              
                Ascension Island (AC £)
              
            
	
              
                Australia (AU $)
              
            
	
              
                Austria (AT €)
              
            
	
              
                Azerbaijan (AZ ₼)
              
            
	
              
                Bahamas (BS $)
              
            
	
              
                Bahrain (BH $)
              
            
	
              
                Bangladesh (BD ৳)
              
            
	
              
                Barbados (BB $)
              
            
	
              
                Belarus (BY $)
              
            
	
              
                Belgium (BE €)
              
            
	
              
                Belize (BZ $)
              
            
	
              
                Benin (BJ Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Bermuda (BM $)
              
            
	
              
                Bhutan (BT $)
              
            
	
              
                Bolivia (BO Bs.)
              
            
	
              
                Bosnia & Herzegovina (BA КМ)
              
            
	
              
                Botswana (BW P)
              
            
	
              
                Brazil (BR $)
              
            
	
              
                British Indian Ocean Territory (IO $)
              
            
	
              
                British Virgin Islands (VG $)
              
            
	
              
                Brunei (BN $)
              
            
	
              
                Bulgaria (BG лв.)
              
            
	
              
                Burkina Faso (BF Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Burundi (BI Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Cambodia (KH ៛)
              
            
	
              
                Cameroon (CM Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Canada (CA $)
              
            
	
              
                Cape Verde (CV $)
              
            
	
              
                Caribbean Netherlands (BQ $)
              
            
	
              
                Cayman Islands (KY $)
              
            
	
              
                Central African Republic (CF Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Chad (TD Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Chile (CL $)
              
            
	
              
                China (CN ¥)
              
            
	
              
                Christmas Island (CX $)
              
            
	
              
                Cocos (Keeling) Islands (CC $)
              
            
	
              
                Colombia (CO $)
              
            
	
              
                Comoros (KM Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Congo - Brazzaville (CG Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Congo - Kinshasa (CD Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Cook Islands (CK $)
              
            
	
              
                Costa Rica (CR ₡)
              
            
	
              
                Côte d’Ivoire (CI Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Croatia (HR €)
              
            
	
              
                Curaçao (CW ƒ)
              
            
	
              
                Cyprus (CY €)
              
            
	
              
                Czechia (CZ Kč)
              
            
	
              
                Denmark (DK kr.)
              
            
	
              
                Djibouti (DJ Fdj)
              
            
	
              
                Dominica (DM $)
              
            
	
              
                Dominican Republic (DO $)
              
            
	
              
                Ecuador (EC $)
              
            
	
              
                Egypt (EG ج.م)
              
            
	
              
                El Salvador (SV $)
              
            
	
              
                Equatorial Guinea (GQ Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Eritrea (ER $)
              
            
	
              
                Estonia (EE €)
              
            
	
              
                Eswatini (SZ $)
              
            
	
              
                Ethiopia (ET Br)
              
            
	
              
                Falkland Islands (FK £)
              
            
	
              
                Faroe Islands (FO kr.)
              
            
	
              
                Fiji (FJ $)
              
            
	
              
                Finland (FI €)
              
            
	
              
                France (FR €)
              
            
	
              
                French Guiana (GF €)
              
            
	
              
                French Polynesia (PF Fr)
              
            
	
              
                French Southern Territories (TF €)
              
            
	
              
                Gabon (GA Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Gambia (GM D)
              
            
	
              
                Georgia (GE $)
              
            
	
              
                Germany (DE €)
              
            
	
              
                Ghana (GH $)
              
            
	
              
                Gibraltar (GI £)
              
            
	
              
                Greece (GR €)
              
            
	
              
                Greenland (GL kr.)
              
            
	
              
                Grenada (GD $)
              
            
	
              
                Guadeloupe (GP €)
              
            
	
              
                Guatemala (GT Q)
              
            
	
              
                Guernsey (GG £)
              
            
	
              
                Guinea (GN Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Guinea-Bissau (GW Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Guyana (GY $)
              
            
	
              
                Haiti (HT $)
              
            
	
              
                Honduras (HN L)
              
            
	
              
                Hong Kong SAR (HK $)
              
            
	
              
                Hungary (HU Ft)
              
            
	
              
                Iceland (IS kr)
              
            
	
              
                India (IN ₹)
              
            
	
              
                Indonesia (ID Rp)
              
            
	
              
                Iraq (IQ $)
              
            
	
              
                Ireland (IE €)
              
            
	
              
                Isle of Man (IM £)
              
            
	
              
                Israel (IL ₪)
              
            
	
              
                Italy (IT €)
              
            
	
              
                Jamaica (JM $)
              
            
	
              
                Japan (JP ¥)
              
            
	
              
                Jersey (JE $)
              
            
	
              
                Jordan (JO $)
              
            
	
              
                Kazakhstan (KZ 〒)
              
            
	
              
                Kenya (KE KSh)
              
            
	
              
                Kiribati (KI $)
              
            
	
              
                Kosovo (XK €)
              
            
	
              
                Kuwait (KW $)
              
            
	
              
                Kyrgyzstan (KG som)
              
            
	
              
                Laos (LA ₭)
              
            
	
              
                Latvia (LV €)
              
            
	
              
                Lebanon (LB ل.ل)
              
            
	
              
                Lesotho (LS $)
              
            
	
              
                Liberia (LR $)
              
            
	
              
                Libya (LY $)
              
            
	
              
                Liechtenstein (LI CHF)
              
            
	
              
                Lithuania (LT €)
              
            
	
              
                Luxembourg (LU €)
              
            
	
              
                Macao SAR (MO P)
              
            
	
              
                Madagascar (MG $)
              
            
	
              
                Malawi (MW MK)
              
            
	
              
                Malaysia (MY RM)
              
            
	
              
                Maldives (MV MVR)
              
            
	
              
                Mali (ML Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Malta (MT €)
              
            
	
              
                Martinique (MQ €)
              
            
	
              
                Mauritania (MR $)
              
            
	
              
                Mauritius (MU ₨)
              
            
	
              
                Mayotte (YT €)
              
            
	
              
                Mexico (MX $)
              
            
	
              
                Moldova (MD L)
              
            
	
              
                Monaco (MC €)
              
            
	
              
                Mongolia (MN ₮)
              
            
	
              
                Montenegro (ME €)
              
            
	
              
                Montserrat (MS $)
              
            
	
              
                Morocco (MA د.م.)
              
            
	
              
                Mozambique (MZ $)
              
            
	
              
                Myanmar (Burma) (MM K)
              
            
	
              
                Namibia (NA $)
              
            
	
              
                Nauru (NR $)
              
            
	
              
                Nepal (NP ₨)
              
            
	
              
                Netherlands (NL €)
              
            
	
              
                New Caledonia (NC Fr)
              
            
	
              
                New Zealand (NZ $)
              
            
	
              
                Nicaragua (NI C$)
              
            
	
              
                Niger (NE Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Nigeria (NG ₦)
              
            
	
              
                Niue (NU $)
              
            
	
              
                Norfolk Island (NF $)
              
            
	
              
                North Macedonia (MK ден)
              
            
	
              
                Norway (NO $)
              
            
	
              
                Oman (OM $)
              
            
	
              
                Pakistan (PK ₨)
              
            
	
              
                Palestinian Territories (PS ₪)
              
            
	
              
                Panama (PA $)
              
            
	
              
                Papua New Guinea (PG K)
              
            
	
              
                Paraguay (PY ₲)
              
            
	
              
                Peru (PE S/.)
              
            
	
              
                Philippines (PH ₱)
              
            
	
              
                Pitcairn Islands (PN $)
              
            
	
              
                Poland (PL zł)
              
            
	
              
                Portugal (PT €)
              
            
	
              
                Qatar (QA ر.ق)
              
            
	
              
                Réunion (RE €)
              
            
	
              
                Romania (RO Lei)
              
            
	
              
                Russia (RU $)
              
            
	
              
                Rwanda (RW FRw)
              
            
	
              
                Samoa (WS T)
              
            
	
              
                San Marino (SM €)
              
            
	
              
                São Tomé & Príncipe (ST Db)
              
            
	
              
                Saudi Arabia (SA ر.س)
              
            
	
              
                Senegal (SN Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Serbia (RS РСД)
              
            
	
              
                Seychelles (SC $)
              
            
	
              
                Sierra Leone (SL Le)
              
            
	
              
                Singapore (SG $)
              
            
	
              
                Sint Maarten (SX ƒ)
              
            
	
              
                Slovakia (SK €)
              
            
	
              
                Slovenia (SI €)
              
            
	
              
                Solomon Islands (SB $)
              
            
	
              
                Somalia (SO $)
              
            
	
              
                South Africa (ZA $)
              
            
	
              
                South Georgia & South Sandwich Islands (GS £)
              
            
	
              
                South Korea (KR ₩)
              
            
	
              
                South Sudan (SS $)
              
            
	
              
                Spain (ES €)
              
            
	
              
                Sri Lanka (LK ₨)
              
            
	
              
                St. Barthélemy (BL €)
              
            
	
              
                St. Helena (SH £)
              
            
	
              
                St. Kitts & Nevis (KN $)
              
            
	
              
                St. Lucia (LC $)
              
            
	
              
                St. Martin (MF €)
              
            
	
              
                St. Pierre & Miquelon (PM €)
              
            
	
              
                St. Vincent & Grenadines (VC $)
              
            
	
              
                Sudan (SD $)
              
            
	
              
                Suriname (SR $)
              
            
	
              
                Svalbard & Jan Mayen (SJ $)
              
            
	
              
                Sweden (SE kr)
              
            
	
              
                Switzerland (CH CHF)
              
            
	
              
                Taiwan (TW $)
              
            
	
              
                Tajikistan (TJ ЅМ)
              
            
	
              
                Tanzania (TZ Sh)
              
            
	
              
                Thailand (TH ฿)
              
            
	
              
                Timor-Leste (TL $)
              
            
	
              
                Togo (TG Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Tokelau (TK $)
              
            
	
              
                Tonga (TO T$)
              
            
	
              
                Trinidad & Tobago (TT $)
              
            
	
              
                Tristan da Cunha (TA £)
              
            
	
              
                Tunisia (TN $)
              
            
	
              
                Türkiye (TR $)
              
            
	
              
                Turkmenistan (TM $)
              
            
	
              
                Turks & Caicos Islands (TC $)
              
            
	
              
                Tuvalu (TV $)
              
            
	
              
                U.S. Outlying Islands (UM $)
              
            
	
              
                Uganda (UG USh)
              
            
	
              
                Ukraine (UA ₴)
              
            
	
              
                United Arab Emirates (AE د.إ)
              
            
	
              
                United Kingdom (GB £)
              
            
	
              
                United States (US $)
              
            
	
              
                Uruguay (UY $)
              
            
	
              
                Uzbekistan (UZ )
              
            
	
              
                Vanuatu (VU Vt)
              
            
	
              
                Vatican City (VA €)
              
            
	
              
                Venezuela (VE $)
              
            
	
              
                Vietnam (VN ₫)
              
            
	
              
                Wallis & Futuna (WF Fr)
              
            
	
              
                Western Sahara (EH د.م.)
              
            
	
              
                Yemen (YE ﷼)
              
            
	
              
                Zambia (ZM $)
              
            
	
              
                Zimbabwe (ZW $)
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